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IF THE STICK TURNS PINK... - Kaoru Shinozaki
2020-11-15
Will a temporary marriage be the way for them
to each reach their goals? Elementary
schoolteacher Melanie’s greatest dream is to
have a loving marriage and adorable children.
Meanwhile, her best friend, the handsome
veterinarian Bailey, has been appointed as the
judge for a local beauty contest. He’s fed up with
gorgeous women approaching him just to sway
his vote. Melanie comes up with the idea of
getting married temporarily so they can both get
what they want—but then the whole town gets
involved…
Falling for Her Impossible Boss - Alison Roberts
2012-09-01
When a no-strings fling just isn't enough… Of
course it had to be neurosurgeon Oliver Dawson
that nurse Bella Graham ends up working under!
Bella's an excellent nurse—not that the
renowned Oliver, with his aristocratically
chiselled features, would ever notice. But his
mother needs a nurse, and has fallen for Bella's
sweet charm. And living under one roof, it seems
buttoned-up Oliver might not be immune after
all…. Heartbreakers of St. Patrick's Hospital The
delicious doctors you know you shouldn't fall for!
Let Me Love You - Linda Walters 2014-02-28
No commitment, no strings, no promises... And
then love got in the way!
SOLD TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER ! - Kate Hardy
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2016-05-08
Jack finds himself driving his expensive car,
totally unsuitable for the countryside, to Norfolk,
where a fresh May breeze is whistling through
the trees. His intentions are to buy an old manor
and convert it into a party house for him and his
high-society pals... If his failed marriage taught
him anything, it’s that life is meant to be
enjoyed. He pulls up a half hour early for his
meeting with the owner only to find the beautiful
blonde already waiting for him. Chuckling in
spite of himself, he realizes this might be a more
interesting weekend than he thought.
GLASS SLIPPERS AND UNICORNS - Yuki
Mizusawa 2021-02-23
I’ll happily be his lover, even if it’s just for a
job… Darcy works as a secretary for charming
businessman Reed. He has always dated
beautiful, sophisticated women, the exact
opposite of Darcy, a country girl who’s come to
London to work. So Darcy is surprised when
Reed suddenly asks her to come with him to visit
his parents in Florida, pretending to be his
lover! She knows it’s for work, but is there a
chance that Reed will look at her as a woman
and not just as his unsophisticated secretary?
One-Night Fling in Positano - Ann McIntosh
2022-07-20
" Walk underneath the Mediterranean moonlight
as you fall in love with Ann McIntosh’s latest
novel! Can one night of passion…change her
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whole life? Nurse Kendra lives a jet-set life. Who
needs a home and family when they only let you
down? So, when meeting gorgeous Massimo in
Positano results in one unforgettable night,
Kendra has no regrets — until he turns out to be
her new boss! Continuing their fling is risky, but
also irresistible. Under the red-hot
Mediterranean sun, will Kendra realise it’s not
her fling that’s at risk, but her ‘no strings
attached’ relationship rule! Mills & Boon
Medical — Life and love in the world of modern
medicine.
The Princes' Bride - Sandra Marton 2010-06
Pregnant by a Regal Rogue The Italian Princes
Pregnant Bride From the moment Prince Nicolo
saw Aimee he had to have her. No names, no
strings until he discovered she was pregnant
with his baby! Then Nicolo felt duty bound to
marry her. But Aimee wasnt about to surrender
herself to this arrogant male! The Greek Princes
Chosen Wife Ivy claims shes pregnant with
Prince Damian Aristedes baby, but hes never
even met her! Still, she is expecting Damians
child as a surrogate mother! The arrogant Greek
is furious. After all, he missed the pleasure of
bedding her to conceive his baby The Spanish
Princes Virgin Bride Prince Lucas Reyes is
angry. His grandfather is forcing him into
marriage with penniless Alyssa whos pretending
shes untouched by any man. But the intense
sexual chemistry between them tells him
otherwise Lucass fiery royal blood is roused!
THE UNEXPECTED BRIDE - Chisato
Nakamura 2021-04-01
He wants an heir from her and nothing more…
In order to repay her half brother’s debt, Penny
marries the Earl of Darleston instead of her twin
sister―while hiding the fact that she’s legally
blind! Meanwhile, the earl, a war hero and the
fantasy of every young maiden, is rushing to get
married so that he can pass on his title and
inheritance to his own child. When the earl
learns that Penny’s deceived him, he is filled
with rage. He proclaims that he will divorce her
if she cannot bear him a successor, but then he
steals a kiss!
The Deal - Clare Connelly 2019-11-28
The Deal Four weeks. No strings. Just pleasure!
For Nicholas Rothsmore one red-hot night isn't
enough. So, after discovering his masked
seductress is straitlaced Billionaires' Club owner
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Imogen Carmichael, he proposes a new deal-she's his for the holidays. But as they get closer
to Christmas he craves the one gift he can't
unwrap--her... Turn Me On She has an appetite
for him Food journalist Faye Curry has lost her
appetite for food, relationships--even sex. Then
she's sent to London to interview sexy chef
Gregor Wright. That lean body, those glacierblue eyes...mmm. She can't resist being
devoured by him. But now Faye wants one thing
not on the menu--Gregor's heart.
From Fling To Wedding Ring - Karin Baine
2018-05-03
She thinks she wants no strings... ...can sexy
surgeon Ben change her mind? Nurse Mollie
Forrester has a reputation as an ice queen, and
the scars from a childhood accident have
convinced her no man could love her. When
she's paired with handsome surgeon Ben
Sheridan in a dance competition, Mollie
discovers he's not the playboy everyone thinks
he is. She finds passion in his arms--but can Ben
persuade Mollie she's worthy of love?
Life's Unexpected Adventures - Joanne
Rawson 2015-06-04
NO STRINGS ATTACHED and other romantic
stories.Wedding invitations are supposed to
bring a smile to your face, with thoughts of a
happy occasion that two people would be joining
in Holy matrimony, publicly declaring their love
for each other. However, for Laura Lee, it was
just confirmation that at thirty-three, she had
spent all her time and efforts on her career and
is still single.After finding out that her ex will be
attending the same wedding, Laura Lee has
three days to find herself a date. In desperation,
she calls on the help of her best friend Lisa, the
who's who of Nottingham's eligible bachelors.
Discovering that Nottingham's most rich and
handsome men find her icy, Laura has to take
her only option, the man she most despises, her
work colleague, Adam Ford.
No Strings Attached - Alison Kent 2003-01-03
Man-Hater - Penny Jordan 2011-02-21
Man wanted: weekend only One humiliating
experience had put Kelly off men altogether. But
now she needed a man, fast, to fend off her
friend's husband's attentions—no strings
attached. The escort agency was the obvious
place to go. And Jake Fielding was what she got!
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Jake could see why Kelly had a problem with
men, but he thought he could help fix it. All it
needed was time, patience...and passion.
With Strings Attached - Vanessa Grant
2013-07-21
She knows the gift will come with complications
... but she doesn't expect love. When Molly
accepts her father's gift of a log cabin on a
beautiful island, she knows there will probably
be strings attached. She's prepared to stumble
over the problems her artist father inevitably
leaves in his wake, she certainly doesn't expect
to fall in love with neighbor Patrick McNaughton
while she's busy finishing illustrations for a
children's book and dealing with her father's
abandoned cat. Patrick is the man of her
dreams, but just when she begins to dream of
future with him, her father's abandoned
problems come calling on her door and she
realizes that she's the last woman a man like
Patrick can afford to love.
Desire Box Set July 2022/Rivalry at Play/The
Nanny Game/Their Marriage Bargain/Crossing
Two Little Lines/A Colorado Claim/Blame It on
Vegas - Joanne Rock 2022-06-15
Rivalry At Play - Nadine Gonzalez Attorney
Alexandra Lattimore doesn’t play games, but
entrepreneur Jackson Strom brings out her
competitive side. Her former high school rival is
all grown up — oozing class, challenging her and
tempting her in equal measure. But she’s back
home to deal with family business, not to revisit
the past or get tangled up in messy emotions. Is
a casual fling the best strategy? Maybe…
Succumbing to Jackson’s physical appeal is one
thing; revealing her secrets is another. But she
knows he won’t be satisfied until he’s made her
his queen… The Nanny Game - Zuri Day When a
casual weekend romp ends with an unexpected
baby on his doorstep, CEO Desmond Eddington
needs Ivy Campbell’s nanny help pronto! Ivy
dotes on the precious little girl. Her powerful
playboy single father? Not so much. She’s
instantly smitten, but struggles to guard her
heart. Painful pasts have left both her and
Desmond wary of love. But will their undeniable
attraction — and growing attachment — be a
nanny game win after all? Their Marriage
Bargain - Shannon McKenna CEO Caleb Moss
needs a business arrangement marriage to keep
controlling interest of MossTech. Tilda Riley
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must prevent a hostile takeover of her family
company — and protect the daughter Caleb has
never met. The only solution is for these oil-andwater exes to join forces. Until desire turns a
marriage on paper into a hotbed of passion.
Their child binds the newlyweds together. But a
vengeful enemy bent on their mutual destruction
is sowing seeds of doubt and betrayal that could
tear Tilda and Caleb apart — this time forever.
Crossing Two Little Lines - Joss Wood
Advertising executive Jamie Bacall is a woman
who knows exactly what she wants: starting with
a no-strings affair with irresistible, earthy real
estate developer Rowan Cowper. He’s on board,
too — until Jamie gets pregnant. Now Mr
Independent wants something serious. Jamie’s
history has her convinced that commitment is a
four-letter word, but Rowan is determined to
prove they really can have it all. Can he convince
Jamie to cross one more line? A Colorado Claim Joanne Rock Rancher Gibson Vaughn doesn’t
know why his wayward ex-wife is in town, but
the sizzling chemistry between them still blazes.
Lark Barclay needs to focus on fighting for her
inheritance. Not on a sexy former player. Lark is
helpless when it comes to Gibson’s seductive
kisses, soon falling into his bed. But will the
heartbreaking secret she’s carried since their
divorce ruin their second chance at happiness?
Blame It on Vegas - Kira Sinclair For card shark
turned tech tycoon Luca Kilpatrick, it’s ironic to
take a job catching the thief who’s stealing from
Annalise Mercado’s casino. That’s because he’s
never forgiven her family for accusing him of
cheating. But he owes a friend this favour, and
he’ll deliver, even as the heat simmering
between him and Annalise becomes highly
inconvenient. It’s tough to stay focused on
helping his enemy’s casino when he’s enjoying
nights in her bed! Will trusting each other be too
much of a gamble?
Sultry Escapes - Leslie Kelly 2013-12
Giving in to temptation...Hollywood costume
designer Candace Reid would do anything for
her gay best friend - even marry him But before
she says 'I do', she heads to Napa for one last
fling...Ad exec Chloe Reiss always lived by the
rules, until she went to the Caribbean on
business with gorgeous Aiden Landry...Their
company's 'no fraternising' rule was made to be
broken FBI special agent Hunter was en route to
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testify as a key witness when he woke up with a
hot blonde in his arms. But is Marni just having
fun...or taking Hunter for a ride? Three
scorching reads
THE MILLIONAIRE BACHELOR 2 - Rin Ogata
2021-07-01
A once timid girl has become a confident
businesswoman. All to win the heart of a man
who refuses love… After a fire at her office,
Cathy begins living at her client Stone’s mansion
and starts working as his secretary. She hopes
working hard for Stone will create a chance for
them to become more intimate, but although
they are obviously attracted to each other, Stone
just doesn’t seem the type to fall in love. Will
Stone ever return Cathy’s affections and see her
as the confident woman she has become, rather
than the timid, self-conscious girl he first met?
No Strings - Cara Lockwood 2018-05-31
'I want to worship you.' With only one night, they
have to make it count! A one-night stand is out
of the question. Until good girl Emma Allaire
meets tall, dark and drop-dead gorgeous Mr. X
through an anonymous hook-up app and her
sexiest fantasies come to life. Who is this
enigmatic man in her posh hotel room bed?
Mystery lover, man of her dreams or liar--will he
save her heart or break it forever?
The Father of Her Sons - Christine Rimmer
2021-10-26
She thought she knew everything she needed to
know about him in New York Times bestselling
author Christine Rimmer's first book in the
brand-new Wild Rose Sisters series! How do you
make up for four years of lost time? No last
names. No promises to meet again. No way for
Payton Dahl to find the man who’s the father of
her twin boys. Until fate reunites them four
years later. Easton Wright now wants to be part
of his sons’ lives—with the woman he fell hard
for during those seven days and nights of bliss.
Payton doesn’t want her sons to grow up
fatherless like she did, but can she risk trusting
Easton when she’s been burned in the past?
From Harlequin Special Edition: Believe in love.
Overcome obstacles. Find happiness. Wild Rose
Sisters Book 1: The Father of Her Sons Book 2:
First Comes Baby...
Expecting the Boss's Baby / Twins Under His
Tree (Mills & Boon Cherish) (Bravo Family Ties Book 16) - Christine Rimmer 2011-12
it-started-with-no-strings-mills-boon-medical

Expecting the Bosss Baby All Zoe wanted was a
job. So she calmly agreed to mogul Daxs terms.
A strictly hands-off policy was fine with her. But
was it fine with him? Because the more nostrings-attached Dax swore he was immune to
Zoes charm, the more he started envisioning a
future and a family with her. Twins Under His
Tree She d just gone into labour seven weeks
early! Now Lily was the proud mother of twin
baby girls. But she couldnt have done it without
Mitch Cortega. The combat surgeon was with
her every step of the way. And the young widow
was finding it awfully hard to resist Mitchs
overpowering masculinity...
It Started with No Strings... - Kate Hardy
2015-04
>"Blame it on the champagne!" At a London
salsa club, consultant Aaron Hughes catches
sight of the most beautiful woman he's ever
seen. Relationships are off the cards for Aaron,
but one night with this perfect stranger can't
hurt... For registrar Joni Parker, dancing and
champagne are a remedy to what-would-havebeen-her-wedding-night blues. Until she
discovers an even better cure-her first-ever
fling! It started with no strings, but when Aaron
walks into the hospital on Monday-as the new
consultant!-things get a lot more complicated...
Expecting the Rancher's Heir - Kathie DeNosky
2011-09
Expecting the Rancheri 1/2s Heir Melissa Jarrod
treasured her secret no-strings affair with rich
rancher Shane McDermott. Then a pregnancy
test rocked the Aspen heiressi 1/2s world. An
out-of-wedlock baby would spook investors in
her familyi 1/2s business. Shane was a man of
honour and proposing a marriage of convenience
came naturally. But Melissa wouldni 1/2t settle
for anything less than love! Taming Her
Billionaire Boss No one quit on Blake Jarrod! So
when his devoted assistant suddenly resigned,
the hotelier wanted answers. Samantha
Thompson wasni 1/2t talking. Blake gave himself
her one-monthi 1/2s notice to seduce the truth
from her. And despite his rule about business
and pleasure never mixing, Blake intended to
make the most of this endeavouri 1/2
DYNASTIES: THE JARRODS A powerful family
divided by secrets, reunited to forge a dazzling
future"
Triple Dare Box Set/Inked/Make Me Crave/No
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Strings - Anne Marsh 2019-12-01
Enjoy three fan-favourite stories from Mills &
Dare. Fun, edgy and sexually explicit romances
for the fearless female. Inked - Anne Marsh
Bankers and bad boys don’t mix. So why is she
getting under his skin? Harper, a buttoned-up
banker, is a tattoo virgin before Vik draws her
first ink. And once the bad-boy biker lays his
hands on the beautiful canvas of her body, he’s
addicted! Harper says the two of them could
never mix outside of the bedroom – but she’s
finding that she wants the feeling of Vik’s touch
to last forever. Make Me Crave - Katee Robert ‘I
crave you...’ Can their hunger be satisfied?
Roman Bassani will do anything to close a deal.
Even chase down Allie Landers on her Caribbean
vacation to make an offer on her company. He
expects a challenge – but not their immediate
intense attraction. After an accidental one-night
stand they agree to put business aside – for now.
The island lulls them into a heated sexual
journey...but what happens to their opposing
interests when they return from paradise? No
Strings - Cara Lockwood ‘I want to worship you.’
With only one night, they have to make it count!
A one-night stand is out of the question...until
good girl Emma Allaire meets tall, dark and
drop-dead gorgeous Mr. X through an
anonymous hookup app and her sexiest fantasies
come to life. Who is this enigmatic man in her
luxury hotel room bed? Mystery lover, man of
her dreams or liar – will he save her heart or
break it forever? Mills & Boon Dare – Sensual
love stories with smart, sassy heroines and the
sexiest men alive!
It Started with One Night - Miranda Lee
2015-11-19
Don't miss the exciting new title It Started with
One Night by Miranda Lee available on
20/11/2015 - pre-order your copy today!
THE VIRGIN'S SHOCK BABY - Heidi Rice
2020-09-11
Claire runs into her ex-husband at a party, along
with his new, pregnant wife. Overcome by
sadness at the fact that they’re living the life she
could never have, she barely manages to hide
her feelings and act normal. Max, a man she’s
just met at the party, sees her struggles and
decides to help her. Confused at first, Claire
appreciates his friendly help. However, Max has
a hidden secret. There’s a very dark reason for
it-started-with-no-strings-mills-boon-medical

why he approached Claire…
THE SECRET MISTRESS ARRANGEMENT Kimberly Lang 2017-07-07
When Ella and Matt meet at their mutual
friends' wedding, they fall for each other. But
they have their own circumstances, and they
know that in the end, they'll need to say
goodbye. And neither of them are interested in a
long-distance relationship. So they make a deal:
one passionate week together, and then it's over.
Ella and the short-tempered Matt butt heads by
day, but their chemistry in bed leaves nothing to
be desired. The days they spend together are so
sweet, they seem like a dream. But as the day of
their parting draws closer, Ella gradually feels
an emptiness growing inside her heart. "Now
that I know this feeling," Ella muses to herself,
"perhaps I should take the plunge." What will
she decide in the end?
Under the Influence (Mills & Boon Blaze) Nancy Warren 2010-05-01
Sex on the Beach? Overworked and fed up with
being single, executive Natalie decides a
business trip to California may be the time to try
something new. She’s never had a no-strings
fling before. Maybe she’s ready to give in to
something purely sensual. And beachfront
bartender Johnny could be the perfect man for
the job.
Tempted By The Tycoon - Box Set, Books 1-2 Lee Wilkinson 2011-09-01
Kept By The Tycoon by Lee Wilkinson The
whirlwind romance Rafe Lombard lavished on
Madeleine Knight was enough to win him her
heart. It was only when she learnt of secrets in
his past that Madeleine knew he would never be
hers. But now Rafe is determined to prove that
no woman leaves him. Caught up in his promise
of revenge, he's determined to have Madeleine
back. And he knows there is only one place to
keep her close by his side. Taken By The Tycoon
by Katherine Ross Nicole Connell's relationship
with her handsome boss is not just business. She
and Luke Santana work hard and play hard. No
complications, no strings attached. But rules are
made to be broken. Nicole wants more than
Luke has promised to give. And, realising that
her feelings will never be reciprocated, she quits
her job and ends their liaison. Luke can't let
Nicole go. But what will he do when he uncovers
her secret? It's a secret that requires more
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commitment than just some afterhours loving
Start Me Up - Victoria Dahl 2011-10
She'd always planned to get out of tiny Tumble
Creek, Colorado, but when her late dad left her
his beloved auto repair shop, Lori stayed. Now
she needs some excitement in her life and,
according to her best friend, some hot, nostrings-attached sex would be just the thing to
get Lori's engine purring.
The Charmer - Kate Hoffmann 2010-12
The Charmer Publisher Alex Stamos has never
had any trouble attracting the opposite sex. At
least, he didn t. . . until he gets named one of
Chicagos most notorious womanisers! Still, Alex
is tracking down a hot new author when he finds
himself handling Tenley Marshall, the incredibly
sexy woman who saves him during a snowstorm
and then proceeds to seduce him senseless. Her
Secret Fling Jake Stevens star reporter and
celebrated literary genius has an attitude Then
during a working trip, his relationship with
Poppy goes from antagonistic to hedonistic! And
suddenly Poppy cant think of anything more
delicious than having a secret fling with Jake.
But with all this intensity, can she really keep it
no-strings-attached?
No Strings - Cara Lockwood 2018-06-01
“I want to worship you.” With only one night,
they have to make it count! A one-night stand is
out of the question... Until good girl Emma
Allaire meets tall, dark and drop-dead gorgeous
Mr. X through an anonymous hookup app and
her sexiest fantasies come to life. Who is this
enigmatic man in her luxury hotel room bed?
Mystery lover, man of her dreams or liar—will he
save her heart or break it forever? “Dare is
Harlequin’s hottest line yet. Every book should
come with a free fan. I dare you to try them!”
—Tiffany Reisz, international bestselling author
Sexy. Passionate. Bold. Discover Harlequin
DARE, a new line of fun, edgy and sexually
explicit romances for the fearless female.
No Strings Christmas (Mills & Boon Dare)
(A Billion-Dollar Singapore Christmas, Book
2) - Clare Connelly 2020-11-26
A Singapore fling... Is exactly what she ordered!
Sleeping With The Boss - Maureen Child
2016-06-24
Riva is ecstatic to have her first job as an
interior designer, especially since the client
asked for her by name. However, who should
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appear at the meeting but the devilishly
charming Damiano, a billionaire who was once
her first love. The night she lost her virginity to
him, he coolly accused her and her mother of
being liars and gold diggers. His loving words
were all an act, a way to find out more about her
mother. Riva’s mother had fallen in love with his
uncle, but Damiano was suspicious of her. And if
not for Damiano, her mother would still be
alive…
SCENT OF A WOMAN - Jo Leigh 2016-02-03
The End Of Faking It - Natalie Anderson
2012-07-01
A teenage romance–turned–nightmare has
taught Penny Fairburn that faking it is the only
way to go. It's not until she's asked to assist
gorgeous Carter Dodds in her office that she
discovers how wrong she's been!Carter can have
any woman on a plate, and likes the
smorgasbord approach! But after some
scorching nights with Penny, "no–strings" Carter
has changed his tune – Penny's not faking
anything in his bed, but getting her to admit her
true feelings for him out in the real world is a
whole new challenge....
The Greek's Pregnant Lover - Lucy Monroe
2010-06
No-strings fling to wedding ring? Self-made
billionaire Zephyr Nikos has come a long way
from the streets of Athens, but his heart is stonecold like marble. He can't offer Piper Madison
his love; instead he offers her his world: fine
dining, private jet, rubbing shoulders with the
rich and powerful As their passion heats up and
finally reaches boiling point, Zephyr and Piper
must end their affair before one of them gets
hurt. There's just one small complication Piper's
pregnancy test just came back positive!
Traditional Greek Husbands Notorious Greek
tycoons seek brides!
One Wish - Robyn Carr 2016-06
One Night Only - J. C. Harroway 2018-05-31
One Night Only by JC Harroway New York
lawyer Ash has moved to London to escape his
demons--and one red-hot night with gorgeous
stranger Essie is the perfect distraction! He's
ready to forget about her entirely...until she
walks into his office for her first day at work.
She's a romantic, seeking her happily-ever-after6/7
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-he's a distrustful cynic who can't commit...
Could a sexy fling be the best mistake of their
lives?No Strings by Cara Lockwood A one-night
stand is out of the question. Until good girl
Emma Allaire meets tall, dark and drop-dead
gorgeous Mr. X through an anonymous hook-up
app and her sexiest fantasies come to life. Who
is this enigmatic man in her posh hotel room
bed? Mystery lover, man of her dreams or liar-will he save her heart or break it forever?
Ring For The Greek's Baby - Melanie
Milburne 2017-07-13
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A Father for Poppy - Abigail Gordon
2015-01-09
From no-strings fling to family man! It might
have been a brief fling, but Tessa Gilroy fell hard
for gorgeous surgeon Drake Melford and was
devastated when he left to pursue his hot-shot
career abroad. Now he's back-and even more
irresistible than ever! But Tessa's life has
changed drastically in the past four years. She's
a mother now, to her adorable adopted daughter
Poppy, and she needs more than a fleeting affairshe needs someone who can be a father... Dare
she dream that Drake's the one for her and for
Poppy?
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